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We work for a secure and prosperous United 
Kingdom with global reach and influence. We will 
protect our people, territories, values and interests 
at home and overseas, through strong armed 
forces and in partnership with allies, to ensure our 
security, support our national interests and 
safeguard our prosperity. 
 
 

Do you want to be  
part of… 
 
One of the largest Government  Departments with 
a budget of £39 billion…. 
 
Supporting operations at home and right across 
the globe…. 
 
One of the UK’s largest employers.  
 
Source: “MOD Key Facts 2019/20” 
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About us 
 
The first responsibility of Government is to protect its citizens and in a changing world Defence must 
stay ahead of the evolving threats to our people, interests, and allies.  
 
At a time of unprecedented global challenge, the Integrated Review (IR) sets out the vision for a Global 
Britain in a more competitive age, by integrating foreign, security, defence and development policies. 
Through this we will be ready, as one United Kingdom, to counter 21st century threats and seize global 
opportunities. 
 
The United Kingdom is a problem-solving and burden-sharing nation, as a global leader shaping the 
future international order, sustaining our strategic advantage through science and technology, and 
strengthening security at home and overseas.  
 
Defence is central to the integrated approach for achieving this vision of a stronger, more prosperous, 
and resilient Union, creating new foundations for our prosperity and adapting to a more competitive 
world.  
 
The UK and our allies are engaged in a constant and global competition that respects neither borders 
nor the values we have upheld for the last 70 years. Our adversaries will use any and all means to 
achieve their objectives and undermine both our interests and shared values.  
 
These threats come in many guises: terrorism, serious and organised crime, cyber-attacks, proxy 
warfare, proliferation and military expansionism. There is no longer a simple distinction between war 
and peace. Our adversaries ignore the norms of international law to blur the lines between conflict and 
peace and make it increasingly difficult to distinguish between combatant and non-combatant. They 
routinely use our own freedoms against us through disinformation, economic coercion, election 
meddling and the use of social media to sow division.  
 
In the modern world, competition is relentless, constantly evolving and often hidden. As a responsible 
nation with global interests, we must step forward to play our part in this increasingly competitive and 
unstable world.  
 
To keep the UK safe in this changing world, Defence will be more active and globally engaged; working 
with partners to address the challenges we face and secure the interests we share.  
 
We must focus on speed, operating below the threshold of war to prevent conflict and build resilience, 
rather than waiting to respond to its consequences.  
 
With international co-operation and new technology at the heart of our approach, we will be more visible 
around the world; more engaged in countering threats, supporting our partners and advancing UK 
interests; and smarter in how we use communications and intelligence to deter our enemies.  
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This must be done in conjunction with our allies and friends. We will achieve more through cooperation 
and teamwork than we ever could alone, and as the biggest European spender in NATO and a major 
contributor across all five domains we have a responsibility to drive progress and help the Alliance as 
a whole stay ahead of its rivals.  
 
This strategic shift is guided by our new Integrated Operating Concept, the most significant change in 
Defence thinking for a generation.  
 
In the past we have organised the UK Armed Forces to fight wars and adapted them to do everything 
else. This Concept recognises that our rivals seek to win without resorting to war, so we will be 
structured to compete and outmatch them - while still being able to adapt to fight war when required; 
more proactive, forward deployed, persistently present, and integrated with allies and partners to pursue 
our foreign policy objectives and shape conditions for stability.  
 
As we modernise to address the threats we face, now and in the future, we must make some difficult 
decisions and grasp the opportunities of new technologies and ways of working.  
 
This will lead to changes for our people as we look to make Defence one of the most exciting, 
educational, diverse, and fulfilling places to work. We are not turning our back on conventional forces. 
Indeed, we are investing heavily in shipbuilding, air power, land systems, and the ability to get them 
where they need to go for when they need to be there.  
 
People are at the heart of our plans for modernisation, providing the extraordinary workforce for 
increasingly specialist, but no less physically demanding, military operations. We will invest in those 
personnel – our human capital – from apprenticeships to the latest digital tools, equipping them with the 
skills, ways of working, benefits, and cutting-edge technology to create a modern workforce that 
represents the best of the society it serves.  
 
 

We hope you will join us in that mission. 
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Why join Ministry of Defence? 
 

Thank you for your interest in this Senior Data 
Exploitation role at Defence Digital. 
 
I am pleased to advertise an exciting and challenging role within MOD’s Defence Digital Organisation.  
 
Defence is on a transformational journey to become a digital and data enabled organisation leveraging 
data as a strategic asset.  We are driving a paradigm shift in data and instilling a culture where data 
pervades beyond individual use, project or programme, and can be leveraged to drive persistent value 
pan-Defence. The Defence Data Office is professionalising MOD’s data capabilities, which are a 
fundamental pillar of our digital backbone, to drive exploitation and realise military advantage and 
business efficiency; recognising that data is both an offensive and defensive weapon.  
 
The Head of Data Exploitation is a focused leadership role that is required to inject expert operational 
and business data exploitation expertise, and enable the benefits realisation allowing Defence to make 
better use of its data, including excellence in engagement and partnering pan-Defence; and 
requirements specification development, commensurate with the Defence strategic direction and 
priorities.  
 
As the Chief Data Officer for Defence, Caroline is leading the Defence Data Strategy and data 
transformation programme to underpin the realisation of “Data as a Strategic Asset” for Defence. 
 

 

Caroline is driving towards a future where Defence will be able to exploit 
data in a fast, accurate and robust way. Data will be human and machine-
ready, enabling accelerated local, as well pan-Defence, exploitation 
ranging from back-office reporting to battlespace planning. 
 
Caroline is proud to be a part of Defence Digital who delivers information 
capabilities to MOD that enhance operational effectiveness and business 
efficiency. They have an annual operating budget in excess £2.2bn 
supported by c.2,100 civilian and military staff with additional contractor 
support where required, with staff based across the UK and worldwide. 
 
Caroline is a strong advocate of building an enduring data capability and 
function that will allow Defence to exploit its data to its strategic advantage. 
Caroline is recognised as a passionate data pioneer and senior leader, 
with over 30 years in the “data industry” across the FTSE 100 and Public 
Sector. 
 
Caroline took up her current appointment in May 2020 when the Defence 
Data Office was established. 
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Diversity and Inclusion 
 
 

The Civil Service is committed to being an 
exemplar employer on inclusion 

 
We know that working inclusively and harnessing a range of talents means solving problems better, making better 
decisions and delivering better public services. We are committed to representing as broad a range of views and 
backgrounds as we have in UK society, focused not just on the characteristics protected under law but equally 
committed to greater socioeconomic diversity, greater regional diversity and to building teams where effectively 
harnessing cognitive diversity is the way decisions are made.  We know that diverse perspectives and experiences 
are critical to an effective, modern Civil Service that delivers policies and services for all of our citizens. 
 
Our vision is to ensure the Civil Service represents modern Britain and is a truly inclusive employer – an example 
to other employers. We will create an organisation where diversity and fairness are not only respected and valued 
– but celebrated - and where everyone can see where they belong, and no one feels excluded. 
 
 

What’s in it for me? 
 
We want to maximise the potential of everyone who chooses to work for us – regardless of background, 
working style or career experience. 
 
If you’re interested in becoming a world class leader, developing your career with us – starting with this 
interesting and challenging role – or doing things differently and inspiring colleagues, then the Civil 
Service is the place for you. 
 
Our passion for inclusion and equality means creating a work environment for all employees that is 
welcoming, respectful, fair, engaging, and enriched with opportunities for personal and professional 
development.  
 
 

What’s next? 
 
You’ve taken the first step and looked through this job pack to understand the skills and experience 
needed to perform this role. Now join us in achieving our ambitions and let us help you achieve yours.  
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Force for Inclusion 
 
A copy of the MOD’s Diversity and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-diversity-and-inclusion-
strategy-2018-to-2030-a-force-for-inclusion Inclusion Strategy 2018-2030: A 
force for inclusion is available here. In it, the Department details its commitment 
to Defence harnessing the power of difference to deliver capability that 
safeguards our nation’s security and stability. 
 
Defence offers a fascinating and fulfilling career path whether you want to work in 
policy, operational delivery, corporate services or a particular specialist area and 
what’s great is that it’s not just theoretical. 
 
You will have the opportunity to make some of the most complex, enriching and 
rewarding programmes and changes happen within Government that directly 
protect and defend our nation and those who live here. We care about what we 
do, we embrace diversity and we would love you to come and work with us. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Sherin Aminossehe 
Director Infrastructure, MOD Race Champion 
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About the Role 
 

Head of Data Exploitation – Defence Digital  
£85,000 per annum - £120,000 per annum 
 
 

Location 
 

MOD Corsham or MOD Main Building, London 
However, Defence Digital offer are advocates of smarter working 
practices including working from home. 

Salary 
 

This is an SCS Pay Band 1 role. The successful candidate should 
expect to earn £85,000 with potential bonus package of up to £35,000 
per annum. 
 
Existing Civil Servants will be appointed in line with the Civil Service pay 
rules in place on the date of their appointment. 

Contract Type This role is being offered on a permanent basis. 

 
 

Benefits for working in the Civil Service  
 
Whatever your role, we take your career and development seriously, and want to enable you to build a 
successful career with the Ministry of Defence and wider Civil Service. For more information, please 
click here.   
 
 
Security Clearance 
 
Please note that the successful applicant will need to hold, or be prepared to apply for, DV level 
security clearance. The position is reserved for UK nationals only. 
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Overall Job Purpose 
 
This role is responsible and fully accountable for working across Defence and wider with Government 
and allies to develop a coherent overall view on data demand and its exploitation. It will own the direction 
and coordination of the data exploitation portfolio across the operational environment, and all business 
functions that will enable and support Defence outputs such that it is fully optimised and enabled with 
data capability.  
 
This role will ensure that opportunities to optimise delivery, reduce replication, expose and exploit data 
exemplars are seized and achieved. The imperative for the role is to ensure demands are optimally 
enabled, continuously hunt for opportunities to exploit defence data, in all its forms, further and more 
effectively. The role must create and nurture the operational, business, and external partnerships 
necessary to deliver continuous operational advantage and business value from Defence data assets 
whilst ensuring appropriate expertise and capability is available to deliver on this demand.  
 
The Head of Data Exploitation must provide strategic leadership that drives data support and 
compliance through directed engagement with operational user communities, delivering a range of in 
progress and emerging data exploitation programmes, projects and activities. The role outcomes are 
operationally critical, time dependant and a fundamental part of the Data strategy for defence. The Head 
of Data Exploitation will provide the drive and leadership that will ensure data is exploited at scale and 
speed. 
 
 

Responsibilities 
 
Effective exploitation of data of all types and for all purposes (decision support, intelligence, data 
science, analysis etc) is critical to the running of Defence and to its success on military operations. 
Effective data exploitation has been recognised as mission critical by the Defence Information Steering 
Committee, which is chaired by the Second Permanent Secretary for Defence. The Head of Data 
Exploitation role is pivotal to the delivery of the data strategy and to ensuring Defence fully leverages 
data as a strategic asset.  
 
This is a key strategic and operational leadership role, responsible for the development, continuous 
improvement, and delivery of Data Office Services to the Defence customer. It is the command facing 
front door that enables the Chief Data Officer (CDO) and Data Office data professionals to respond to 
and act on customer demand signals. This role is responsible for understanding, leading and managing 
Data Exploitation demand across all projects, programmes, and command initiatives. This responsibility 
extends pan defence and wider, in support of the UK government, its partners, suppliers and allies.  
  
 

Build Internal Partnerships 
 
Work with Defence and the wider UK intelligence community through engagement and collaboration to 
build strong partnerships with the front-line commands, Enabling Organisations, and other government 
departments. Communicate, cohere, and build commitment to a shared data vision, strategy, and 
exploitation model with relevant senior stakeholders. 
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Build External Partnerships 
 
Collaborate with the most sensitive and discrete Defence capability areas, their corresponding Partners 
Across Government (PAGs) and coalition allies (such as NATO and our Five Eyes community) on the 
data agenda. Build and maintain strong partnerships, communications and commitment to a shared 
data vision, strategy and exploitation model across the full data capability lifecycle. 
 
 

Influence Programmes/Projects/Front-Line Commands 
 
The Head of Data Exploitation will lead engagement, establish relationships, and influence 
programmes, ensuring data alignment in support of the Defence Digital Strategy. They will promote the 
essential role of data in a singular, secure, modern, and digital environment, as a critical component of 
the Digital Backbone and as a key enabler of the Multi-Domain Integration (MDI) programme and the 
Integrated Operating Concept (IOC). 
 
They will identify and understand all operational and business data exploitation opportunities. Lead and 
manage engagements to ensure that these are directed, governed, and assured in line with the Data 
Strategy and the CDOs mandate. In summary to identify, manage and own the demand signal for 
Defence data, (including information and intelligence). 
 
Lead and direct the portfolio of data capability projects needed to support customers and programmes, 
asserting the authority and influence of the function. This includes developing strategic initiatives and 
working actively to drive data exploitation and to embed data-enabled change. 
 
 

Deliver Value Pan Defence 
 
Identify areas where transformational value can be added from; unlocking data, the application of new 
data approaches, leading and influencing to ensure Defence realises the value, including through 
machine ready, analytics and artificial intelligence enablement. 
 
Drive operational advantage and deliver business efficiencies by leading the adoption and value 
realisation of the data strategy. Drive awareness of new central data capabilities that add value and 
support programmes. 
 
Monitor the value from delivered data capabilities and products and ensure the portfolio of demand 
realises their expected value. 
 
Lead and direct the portfolio, actively champion standardisation, coherence, use of information and 
spearhead for a digital culture, through education, training, across a set of senior stakeholders and their 
programmes. 
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Person Specification  
 
It is essential that in your written application you give evidence of examples of proven experience in each 
of the essential criteria of the person specification. These responses will be developed and discussed with 
those candidates invited for interview. 
 
The successful candidate must be able to demonstrate their 
experience and skills against the following essential criteria: 
 

• Strategic thinking. You are proficient within a strategic context and able to communicate how 
activities meet strategic goals. You contribute to the development of strategy and policies, take 
accountability for strategic issues that occur and are proactive in searching for potential 
problems. You achieve excellent strategic user outcomes. 
 

• Digital perspective. Experience and understanding of data exploitation and associated data 
capabilities and technologies as part of the wider digital economy and advances in technology; 
understand how these impact in a public sector or complex operational environment context. 
You will have the foundational knowledge of the technologies needed to run modern data 
exploitation services and will be familiar with the various network types and security 
classifications that are used operationally 

 
• Operational & Business improvement. You understand how to analyse current or in 

development data services and processes to seek and identify areas of improvements. 
Appreciate and manage advanced and complex situations across more than one 
operational/business function or programme. Know how to gather insight from senior 
stakeholders and communicate improvement results clearly to them. 

 
• Relationship management. You are adept at establishing strong, collaborative working 

relationships with a diverse set of customers and suppliers with a broad range of requirements. 
Able to actively manage multiple stakeholder perspectives, across levels of seniority. The post 
holder must be able to influence across a broad spectrum, resolve conflicts and bring gravitas 
to each situation.  

 
• Requirement definition and management. You can facilitate the setting of business and 

operational priorities in a public sector or complex operational environment for change initiatives 
of high complexity. Lead on requirements analysis and take responsibility for the investigation 
and implementation of changes to programme scope. Manage and guide expectations to create 
a compelling case for data change and coherence across a public sector or complex operational 
environment. 

 
• Knowledge and experience. The role post holder will have a strong public sector or complex 

operational environment background, with understanding of national security operations be 
they national or coalition in nature and the associated technological and operational drivers. 
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Application Process 
 

Application 
 
To apply for this post, you will need to complete the online application process accessed via the 
advertisement listed for this role. This should be completed no later 23:55 on Wednesday 20th July 
2022 and will involve providing the two documents outlined below via the Civil Service Jobs portal: 
 

• A CV setting out your career history, with key responsibilities and achievements. Please ensure 
you have provided reasons for any gaps within the last two years. 

• A Statement of Suitability (no longer than 1250 words) explaining how you consider your 
personal skills, qualities and experience provide evidence of your suitability for the role, with 
particular reference to the criteria in the person specification. 

 
Failure to submit both documents will mean the panel only have limited information on which to assess 
your application against the criteria in the person specification. 
 
As part of the online application process, you will be asked a number  of diversity-related questions. If 
you do not wish to provide a  declaration on any of the particular characteristics, you will have the  option 
to select 'prefer not to say'. All monitoring data will be treated  in the strictest confidence and will not be 
provided to the selection  panel.  
 
The information you provide when submitting your application will help us monitor our progress towards 
the Civil Service  becoming  the most inclusive employer. See the Civil Service  Diversity and Inclusion 
Strategy for more information. 
 
 

Selection Process 
 
Allen Lane will advise you of the outcome of the sift meeting. Applications will be sifted to select those 
demonstrating the best fit with the post. The final selection panel interview will be held in WC 22nd 
August. 
 
You will be advised of the format in advance. Hearing and determining appeals made by civil servants 
under the Civil Service Code which sets out the Civil Service values – Impartiality, Objectivity, Integrity 
and Honesty - and forms part of the relationship between civil servants and their employer. 
 
More detailed information can be found on the Civil Service Commission website 
 
In addition to Caroline Bellamy, Chief Data Officer the other panel members will be: 

• Christine Maxwell, Director Cyber Defence and Risk 
• HR Representative  
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Shortlist 
 
You will receive an acknowledgment of your application through the online process. 
 
The panel will then assess your application to select those demonstrating the best fit with the role by 
considering the evidence you have provided against the criteria set out in the ‘Person Specification’ section. 
Failure to address any or all of these may affect your application. 
 
The timeline later in this pack indicates the date by which decisions are expected to be made, and all 
longlisted and shortlisted candidates will be advised of the outcome as soon as possible thereafter. 
 
 

Assessment 
 
If you are shortlisted, you will be asked to take part in a series of assessments which could include 
psychometric tests and a staff engagement exercise. These assessments will not result in a pass or fail 
decision. Rather, they are designed to support the panel’s decision making and highlight areas for the panel 
to explore further at interview.  
 
Shortlisted candidates may also have the opportunity to speak to a member of the Data Office Team 
prior to the final interview to learn more about the role and the organisation.  Please note this is not part 
of the formal assessment process. 
 
You will be asked to attend a panel interview in order to have a more in-depth discussion of your previous 
experience and professional competence in relation to the criteria set out in the Person Specification.  
Full details of the assessment process will be made available to shortlisted candidates. 
 
 

Interview 
 
MOD alongside other departments is committed to making the civil service more inclusive and 
recognises the value of the use of Diversity in its recruitment panels. Helping candidates, particularly 
those from diverse backgrounds, to feel comfortable and at ease during the interview process, to reduce 
bias and increase the objectiveness of decisions. In line with the Civil Service’s Inclusive Board 
initiative, we aim to ensure that, as well as being gender diverse, MOD’s interview panels for Senior 
Civil Service will include at least one panellist who is from an ethnic minority background and/or have 
a physical or non-physical disability (which may not be visible). 
 
 

Offer 
 
Regardless of the outcome, we will notify all candidates as soon as possible after the final interview. 
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Expected Timeline 
 
We will try and offer as much flexibility as we can, but it may not be possible to offer alternative dates 
for assessments or interviews.  You are therefore asked to note the below timetable, exercising flexibility 
through the recruitment and selection process, in order to meet the dates given. Please note that these 
dates may be subject to change. 
 
The anticipated timetable is as follows: 
 
 

Closing 23:55 on Wednesday 20th July 

Shortlist W/C 25th July 

Assessment  W/C 1st July 

Panel Interviews W/C 22nd August 

 
 
It is expected that interviews will be conducted virtually, however this will be confirmed during the 
shortlisting process and successful candidates will be informed accordingly. 
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FAQs 
 

Can I apply if I am not 
currently a civil servant? 

Yes. This role is open to suitably qualified people in the external 
market and to existing civil servants and those in accredited Non-
Departmental Bodies. 

Is this role suitable for 
part-time working? 

No, this role is available for full-time or flexible working arrangements 
(including job share partnerships). If you wish to discuss your needs in 
more detail please get in touch with the named point of contact in this 
pack. 

Will the role involve 
travel? 

Regular travel will be required, especially to other key Defence 
locations. 

Where will the role be 
based?  
 

MOD Corsham/MOD Main Building, London 
However, Defence Digital are very flexible in the location you work 
and are advocates of smarter working practices. Unfortunately, 
relocation costs will not be reimbursed. 

Can I claim back any 
expenses incurred during 
the recruitment process? 

No. Unfortunately we will not be able to reimburse you, except in 
exceptional circumstances and only when agreed in advance. 

What nationality do I 
need to hold in order to 
apply? 

This job is broadly open to the following groups: 
• UK nationals 

 
For further information on whether you are  eligible to apply, please 
visit Gov.UK. 

Reserved for UK 
Nationals  

Certain posts, notably those concerned with security and intelligence, 
might be reserved for British citizens, but this will not normally prevent 
access to a wide range of developmental opportunities within the Civil 
Service. This is a reserved post 

Is security clearance 
required? 

Yes. If successful you must hold, or be willing to obtain, security 
clearance to DV level. More information about the vetting process can 
be found here  

What reasonable 
adjustments can be made 
if I have a disability? 

We are committed to making reasonable adjustments in order to 
support disabled job applicants and ensure that you are not 
disadvantaged in the recruitment and assessment process. 
 
If you feel that you may need a reasonable adjustment to be made, or 
you would like to discuss your requirements in more detail, please 
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contact: modrecruitment.grs@cabinetoffice.gov.uk in the first 
instance. 

Do you offer a 
Guaranteed Interview 
Scheme for Disabled 
Persons? 
 

Under the Disability Confident Scheme, disabled applicants who meet 
the minimum selection criteria in the job specification are guaranteed an 
interview. Selection will be on merit. If you wish to claim a guaranteed 
interview under the scheme, you should complete the relevant section 
of the online application. It is not necessary to state the nature of your 
disability. 

Is this role offered as part 
of A Great Place to Work 
for Veterans initiative?   

This vacancy is part of the A Great Place to Work for Veterans 
initiative, for further information please see here.   

Will this role be overseen 
by the Civil Service 
Commission? 

No. However, the recruitment process will still be governed by the Civil 
Service Commission’s Recruitment Principles. 
 
More detailed information can be found on the Civil Service 
Commission website. 
 
The law requires that selection for appointment to the Civil Service is 
on merit on the basis of fair and open competition as outlined in the 
Civil Service Commission's Recruitment Principles. 

What do I do if I want to 
make a complaint? 

If you feel your application has not  been treated in accordance with 
the  Recruitment Principles, and you wish to  make a complaint, you 
should contact modrecruitment.grs@cabinetoffice.gov.uk  in the first 
instance. 
 
If you are not satisfied with the response you receive from the 
Department, you can contact the Civil Service Commission. 

What should I do if I think 
that I have a conflict of 
interest? 
 

Candidates must note the requirement to declare any interests that 
might cause questions to be raised about their approach to the 
business of the Department.  
If you believe that you may have a conflict of interest please contact 
modrecruitment.grs@cabinetoffice.gov.uk before submitting your 
application. 

Pre-Employment 
Screening 
 

Prior to a formal offer of employment, the successful candidate will be 
subject to pre-employment screening checks. These will include 
confirmation of your identity, employment history over the last three  
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